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ABSTRACT 30 

BACKGROUND 31 

In the current context of climate change and intensive anthropization of natural environments, the 32 

preservation of ecosystems is a matter of great importance. In the tropics, the conservation of tree 33 

species is closely linked to that of animals. A large proportion of tree species is zoochore and needs 34 

animals, mainly vertebrates, to disperse their seeds in order to increase their chances of survival. Being 35 

able to predict the movement of animals is therefore an important skill. Lots of research exists on the 36 

subject, but it has always focused on particular characteristics of collective behavior. In contrast to 37 

previous studies, we included the concepts of Cohesion maintenance, Feeding area search and 38 

transient Leadership in a single model, CoFee-L. 39 

METHODS 40 

We tested CoFee-L to simulate the movement of a wild-ranging troop of primates belonging to the 41 

species Macaca leonina in a nature reserve of Thailand. We analyzed this methodology by statistical 42 

physics tools (mean squared displacement) and we characterized the simulated trajectories by 43 

histograms and χ2 for the step length and turning angle distributions sampled at the same frequency 44 

as the collection of field observations. 45 

 46 

RESULTS 47 

CoFee-L allowed us to reproduce the physical properties of the troop's centre of mass trajectory, as 48 

well as the step length and angle distributions of the field data. Moreover, CoFee-L is able to produce 49 

trajectories looking like correlated random walks or levy walks depending of the parametrisation. 50 

 51 
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CONCLUSIONS 52 

We created a model, CoFee-L, which allowed us to simulate the movement of a group of vertebrates 53 

taking into account not only the movement and individual characteristics of each member, but this 54 

also independently of the group size. The parameterisation of CoFee-L was rather simple, as it was 55 

sufficient to fix a set of parameters easily observable in the field (number of individuals, size of the 56 

study site, duration of monitoring, duration of foraging, distance between individuals and maximum 57 

spread of the group) and then to adjust the values of 4 parameters which have biological meaning 58 

(personal information, exploration of the study site, speed of movement and tendency to do a levy 59 

walk).  60 

 61 

KEYWORDS  62 

Mechanistic modelling – Mean squared displacement – Seed dispersal – Collective movement – 63 

Individual based model 64 

 65 

BACKGROUND 66 

The understanding and the description of animal movements is challenging in the field of conservation, 67 

particularly for the design of the conservation areas. The reduction of the surfaces, devoted to wildlife 68 

in benefit to human activities, and the degradation of the environmental quality, limit the availability 69 

of resources and constrain animals in smaller areas. Either these animals are able to adapt their 70 

behaviour by exploitation of the remaining or new resources [1] or finally their local population goes 71 

extinct [2]. Another challenge, in tropical areas, is that a large proportion of tree species is zoochore 72 

and needs animals, mainly vertebrates, to disperse their seeds. The seed dispersal, i.e. the movement 73 

of seeds away from their parent plant, helps the trees escape their specific pathogens which 74 
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accumulate in their vicinity (e.g. [3]) and may provide opportunities to reach new suitable areas in case 75 

of changing environmental conditions, notably in connection with climate change. Thus, the 76 

conservation of the tree species in the tropics is tightly linked to that of animals. Unfortunately, tree 77 

species conservation is not considered so urgent because they are long-living being and their local 78 

extinction is a process slower than in animals. Considering the effect of climate change, repeatedly 79 

censused plots in the Andes highlighted thermophilization, i.e. the upward shifts of lowland, from 80 

warmer areas tree species, a phenomenon observed elsewhere in the tropics [4] or in mountains of 81 

temperate countries [5]. Shifts are also perceptible in lowlands at high latitudes [6]. Beyond 82 

observational studies, understanding or predicting the consequences of climate change on plant 83 

species could be inferred using modelling of past, present and future vegetation and plant species 84 

distribution and growth. The most often, this is done with species distribution models and with 85 

dynamic vegetation models. However, the projections rely on the implicit assumption of unlimited 86 

dispersal of the diaspores which is most often unrealistic. Modelling approaches need to be improved 87 

by including seed dispersal processes and thus animal movement patterns [7]. 88 

 89 

Models simulating the movement of a group of individual animals have to be upgraded and combined 90 

with the processes of seed transport and deposition to simulate seed dispersal kernels, i.e. the 91 

frequency distribution of dispersed seeds relative to distance from parent plants. The features of 92 

collective animal movements have been intensively studied with individual based models [8-10], which 93 

consider distinctly each individual interacting with its nearest neighbours to predict the individual 94 

trajectories. Combined together, those features should allow to simulate realistic collective 95 

movements. The first important characteristic that can be highlighted in collective animal movements 96 

is the existence of interactions between individuals [11]. The Vicsek's model, considering animals and 97 

micro-organisms as self-propelled particles converting the energy of their environment into directed 98 

movement, simulates basic movement behaviours and clustering of a gregarious animal [12]. In this 99 
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model, individual movements tend to be correlated with that of their neighbours: at each update step, 100 

the orientation of each particle in the system is modified as a function of the average orientation of 101 

the neighbouring particles. Although Vicsek's model is useful because its minimalism eases the analysis 102 

of its predictions, it lacks of biological realism. Particles do not avoid collisions nor show attraction to 103 

each other’s, whereas the fact that animals tend to keep a minimum distance from each other’s and 104 

align with their neighbours is a behaviour frequently observed in nature [13, 14]. New approaches have 105 

been developed that focus on the aggregation behaviour encountered in biological systems, based on 106 

local repulsions, alignment and attraction tendencies between individuals [9, 15-19]. These models are 107 

generally based on two rules: (1) at all times, individuals try to maintain a minimum distance between 108 

themselves and (2) if individuals do not perform an avoidance manoeuvre, i.e. do not try to move away 109 

from one or more individuals, they tend to be attracted to other individuals to avoid isolation and align 110 

themselves according to their neighbours. In order to maintain cohesion during locomotion, gregarious 111 

animals need however to make collective decisions [20, 21]. The second important feature affecting 112 

the collective movements is the interaction between individuals and their environment. Many species 113 

form complex societies with several levels of communities [22-25], and the integration of hierarchy 114 

allows improvement of realism of animal movement models when it comes to collective decision-115 

making [26, 27].  However, the initiation of a movement may in some cases not be correlated with the 116 

level of hierarchy [28]. The leader is not necessarily permanent; he is in fact very often a leader more 117 

by its spatial location than its hierarchical dominant-dominated status. 118 

 119 

Our objective was then to build and validate a new model (CoFee-L) based on the concepts of statistical 120 

physics describing the movements of animals belonging to large groups. We considered together 121 

cohesion, i.e. the trade-off between distance among individuals and group dispersal, random 122 

behaviour in search of food resources, knowledge of the habitat and social organization, i.e. that the 123 

individual closest of food becomes leader and attracts its congeners until the food was consumed. In 124 
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contrast to previous studies, the separate concepts they developed are included in the CoFee-L in order 125 

to come as close as possible to reality. As data for validation, we recorded the movements of a troop 126 

of ca. 140 primates belonging to the species Macaca leonina in the wild in a nature reserve of Thailand. 127 

 128 

METHODS 129 

Site 130 

The study took place in the vicinity of the Sakaerat Environmental Research Station, a research station 131 

belonging to the Sakaerat Biosphere Reserve, 300km north-east of Bangkok, Thailand (14°26’ to 132 

14°32’N; 101°50’ to 101°57’E). The reserve has an area of 80 sq. km with altitude ranging between 250 133 

and 762m asl. It is covered by dry evergreen forest (53.4%), dry Dipterocarpaceae forest (14.8%), old 134 

growth forest plantations dominated by Eucalyptus camaldulensis and Acacia mangium (21.4%), 135 

grassland (6.1%), agroforestry (2.6%), bamboo groves (1.5%) and cultures (0.2%). The climate is of 136 

typically monsoonal character with a hot-wet season between May and October, a cold-dry season 137 

between November and February and a hot-dry season between March and April. The mean annual 138 

temperature is 25.6°C and the mean annual rainfall in the region is 1200mm (Thai Institute of Scientific 139 

and Technological Research, 2017).  140 

 141 

Field observations 142 

The group of interest was a troop of Macaca leonina (Blyth 1863), habituated to human observer and 143 

followed in order to study principally their space-use, foraging strategies and seed dispersal 144 

effectiveness in a degraded habitat [1, 29-31]. The troop included between 128 and 153 individuals 145 

with 11 to 15 adult males, 41 to 48 adult females and 76 to 90 juveniles in the course of monitoring 146 

period between February 2017 and May 2020. It occupied a home-range of 599 ha covered with 78% 147 
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of dry evergreen forest and with 22% of plantations. The troop was followed during several field work 148 

from sunrise to sunset during ca. 7 ensuing days per month (126 complete days and 35 days 149 

interrupted by troop losses, inclement weather, etc.), recording the position of the observer every 150 

minute with a standard field GPS. It is supposed that the observer occupied the centre of mass (CM) 151 

of the troop for the subsequent analysis. The daily trajectories of the troop were 2,151 ± 497m, 152 

regardless of the observation period. 153 

When the troop stopped at a location and individuals fed for more than 10 minutes, the zone was 154 

considered as a feeding area (FA) and an average of the fruiting score for each species present was 155 

calculated to characterise the abundance of the FA. The fruiting score Psm of species s for month m is 156 

a monthly estimate of fruit production that was made on a sample of referenced trees scattered in the 157 

primate home-range by visually scoring the fructification intensity (no fruits in the canopy: 0; fruits in 158 

1 to 25 % of the canopy: 1; fruits in 26 to 50% of the canopy: 2; fruits in 51 to 75% of the canopy: 3; 159 

fruits in 76 to 100% of the canopy: 4). The more a FA is filled with trees with a large Psm, the more 160 

abundant the FA. In order to characterize the monthly food availability in the study site, and thus to 161 

determine periods of food scarcity, a fruit availability index (FAI) was associated with each tree species 162 

present in the area [32]. To calculate this index, the following formula was used: 163 

FAIm = Σs DsB̅sP̅sm 164 

where Ds is the density of species s (stem/ha), B̅s is the mean basal area of species s (m2/ha) and P̅sm  165 

is the average fruiting score of species s for month m. 166 

 167 

Trajectory analysis 168 

The animal moves were characterized with the mean squared displacement (MSD). Considering a 169 

particle moving in a two-dimensional space, its trajectory can be divided into 𝑁 consecutives positions 170 

recorded with a constant step time Δ𝑡 during a time period 𝑇 = (𝑁 − 1)Δ𝑡. The MSD measures the 171 
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deviation of a particle’s position over time in relation to an initial position and is defined (discretely) 172 

such that: 173 

�̅�𝜏 =  1𝑁 − 𝜏 ∑ 𝑙𝑖,𝑖+𝜏2  ,     𝜏 = 1, … , 𝑁 − 1 𝑁−𝜏
𝑖=1  174 

 175 

where 𝑙𝑖,𝑖+𝜏  is the distance between point i and point i+𝜏 [33]. Since the number of data pairs 176 

decreases as 𝜏 increases, the uncertainty of the MSD calculation increases. Therefore, 𝜏 is usually 177 

limited to less than a quarter of the total number of data points (Saxton’s rule) [34]. 178 

 179 

 180 

Fig. 1 – Schematic representation of the mean squared displacement (MSD) calculation for a trajectory comprising 181 

14 points. The MSD is calculated up to 𝜏=3, according to Saxton's rule [34]. 182 

 183 

The MSD is a fundamental tool as it not only gives an idea of the part of the system explored by a 184 

walker but also identifies the type of diffusion one is dealing with [35, 36]. In fact, a particle propagating 185 
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solely due to diffusion (Brownian motion) will result in a linear dependence of the MSD on time, while 186 

a non-linear dependence will be a signature of an anomalous diffusion. The key parameter is the value 187 

of 𝛼 observed in the proportionality relation: 188 

�̅�𝜏  ∝  𝜏𝛼. 189 

In the case of 𝛼 = 0, we are simply faced with a stationary process where no movement is carried out 190 

during the observation period. For 0 < α < 1, the regime is called subdiffusive because the MSD 191 

increases less rapidly than in the case of a classical diffusion. This kind of situation can be encountered 192 

in motion models where there are waiting times between steps or when the spatial domain is 193 

restricted. 𝛼 = 1 is the standard exponent between the MSD and time, a characteristic of a diffusive 194 

regime. For 1 < α < 2, the regime becomes superdiffusive and can be encountered in situations where 195 

the length of the steps in a random walk is drawn from a distribution with infinite variance, as in the 196 

Lévy Walk. Finally, if α = 2, the regime is said ballistic and the MSD increases quadratically with time. 197 

 198 

 199 

Fig. 2 – Different types of diffusion will result in different trajectories (left), leading to different mean squared 200 

displacement (MSD) dependencies as a function of time (right). 201 

 202 

 203 
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Model building 204 

In CoFee-L, the movement of a group of particles exploring their environment in search of food is 205 

considered as a perpetual succession of three phases. The first phase, called cohesion phase, allows 206 

each particle either to move away from neighbouring particles that are too close (rule 1), or to retrace 207 

its steps if it has moved too far from the CM of the group (rule 2). Rule 1 is the overriding rule and only 208 

one of the two rules can be performed during this first phase. So if a particle A is too far away from the 209 

group's CM, but a particle B is within its comfort zone, the particle A will perform an avoidance 210 

manoeuvre first (and only). If neither of the two rules apply, the evaluated particle does not move. The 211 

second phase, called exploration phase, will allow all the particles to perform a random movement in 212 

order to explore their surroundings. The applied motion will be a simple random walk, meaning that 213 

the direction of the movements will be completely random. Finally, the third and last phase, called 214 

leadership phase, will allow the group to have a directed movement when the particles have detected 215 

FAs in their environ. More precisely, during this phase, each particle will have the opportunity to check 216 

if food is present in the surroundings. When a particle detects a source of food, it then becomes a 217 

potential leader (if other particles detect other resources, these particles also become potential 218 

leaders). Once all the potential leaders are known, the one that turns out to be closest to its FA acquires 219 

the status of global leader of the group, while all the other particles become follower particles, the 220 

global leader's only role being to lead the followers to the detected FA. In the particular case where no 221 

FA has been located, no particle acquires the status of leader and therefore cannot lead the group. In 222 

order not to leave the particles inactive and to increase their chances of finding a feeding site, a simple 223 

random walk is still applied as in the previous phase. Once the third phase is over, the first phase is 224 

started again and so on. At the beginning of each simulation, the group of particles is generated around 225 

a FA, as the troop sleeps near FA [31], and the updates of the particle positions are performed in 226 

random sequence. An illustration of CoFee-L can be found in the supplementary information (Video 227 

S1). 228 
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Coding and parameters  229 

CoFee-L, coded in the C++ programming language, has been developed on a network in order to 230 

reproduce as intuitively as possible the application of the three phases described above to a group of 231 

particles. The simulation environment is thus composed of cells that can either be occupied by a 232 

particle, a food source (FA>0) or be empty. The basic rule is that two particles cannot be on the same 233 

cell, i.e. in the same place, and that only particles are allowed to move on the network. CoFee-L is 234 

governed by ten key parameters. nbrWalker corresponds to the number of particles simulated. 235 

sizeMap is the size (in terms of cells1) of an edge of the network. A cell has an area of 1m² and from a 236 

practical point of view, the simulations were carried out only on square networks. iterations is the 237 

number of times the 3 phases will be performed during a simulation. The larger the iterations, the 238 

more the group’s position will be updated and the greater the distance covered by the CM. 239 

precisionCM corresponds to the distance (in meters) at which the group's CM is considered to have 240 

reached a cell with a food source. For example, precisionCM = 10 will mean that as soon as the group's 241 

CM is less than 10 meters from a FA, this source will be considered as reached. A destructive encounter 242 

dynamic is applied as in a previous study [37], i.e. FAI is set to 0 in order to allow the particles to detect 243 

and move towards another FA. The notion of FA deactivation combines two biological realities, namely 244 

satiety and resource depletion. comfortZone intervenes in the priority rule of the first phase of CoFee-245 

L and corresponds (in terms of cells) to the comfort zone of each particle. For example, comfortZone = 246 

2 will mean that each particle requires a zone free of any other particle of two cells around it (including 247 

diagonals). radiusTroop also intervenes in the first phase but at the level of the secondary rule and 248 

allows to define the radius (in meters) around the CM of the group beyond which a particle will have 249 

to return to the CM. This parameter allows the group not to scatter beyond a certain distance and 250 

radiusTroop = 100 will mean for example that particles can move up to 100m away from the group's 251 

CM. explorationZone intervenes in the second phase and defines (in terms of cells) the exploration 252 

                                                           
1 Since the model simulates particles on a grid, it is appropriate to express some parameters in terms of the grid 
cell. 
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distance. For example, explorationZone = 2 will mean that each particle can move two squares around 253 

it (including the diagonals). The larger this parameter is, the further the particles will be able to explore 254 

during the exploration phase. abundanceReach comes into play in the third phase and allows to define 255 

(in meters) the range of each FA. The range of a FA is the distance over which it can be detected by a 256 

particle. It is defined in CoFee-L as the product of its abundance and abundanceReach. As mentioned 257 

earlier, the abundance was computed for each FA as the mean Psm for all fruiting trees occupying the 258 

FA. Two cases can be distinguished: abundanceReach = ∞ and abundanceReach > 0. In the first case, 259 

all FA have infinite range regardless of their abundance and each particle therefore knows the position 260 

of all resources. In the second case, the range of each source depends on the value of abundanceReach. 261 

Thus, if abundanceReach = 100, all sources with an abundance of 4 will be detectable within a radius 262 

of 4 × 100 = 400m around them, all sources with an abundance of 1.5 will be detectable within a radius 263 

of 1.5 × 100 = 150m, etc (Fig. 3). This parameter can therefore be seen as the memory of the particles, 264 

because the larger it is, the more the particles will know the location of a large number of resources, 265 

and vice versa. abundanceReach also combines two biological realities, namely the individual's 266 

memory of the environment and the remote perception of resources [38, 39]. These two realities form 267 

the personal information of an individual. Another parameter comes into play in the third phase, called 268 

velocity, the purpose of which is to control the velocity of each particle when a FA is attainable. If 269 

velocity = 2, the particles will move by a step of 2m at each execution of the third phase. Finally, the 270 

last parameter, levyRatio, will prevent the group from remaining confined. For certain values of 271 

parameters such as explorationZone = 1 and abundanceReach = 1, it is possible that the group remains 272 

stuck at a place and cannot evolve any more on the map (since particles cannot explore over a long-273 

distance during phase 2 and FA are not very detectable). If levyRatio = 5 for example, the parameter 274 

abundanceReach will change to ∞ after 2000/5 = 400 meters if any FA have been deactivated during 275 

this move. For levyRatio=25, the group will therefore know the position of every FA on the map if no 276 

FA has been deactivated after 2000/25 = 80 meters. The numerator was chosen at 2000m because it 277 

is in the range of the daily average distance travelled by the observed troop.  278 
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 279 

Fig. 3 – Map corresponding to the month of high abundance in the dry evergreen forest. Each green dot points a 280 

food source (FA > 0). The circles correspond to the detection range of 3 food sources for abundanceReach = 100 281 

with different values of abundance (red: 2.8, cyan: 1.81, black: 0.27). 282 

 283 

In order not to get bogged down with the large number of modifiable parameters, it is necessary to 284 

predetermined as many parameters as possible. In particular, nbrWalker and sizeMap can be set to 285 

the number of macaques in the troop (140 individuals) and the size of the different FA maps 286 

(4500x4500m²). Then precisionCM was fixed to one meter, allowing the group to cluster sufficiently 287 

around a FA before moving on to another one. The parameter delimiting the personal space of each 288 

particle (comfortZone) was set to 1, which represents an area that is neither too large nor too small in 289 

relation to the surface area allocated to an individual (1m²). radiusTroop was also fixed and set it to 290 

nbrWalker as it was observed during the field weeks that the troop could sometimes extend up to 291 

300m. Finally, we fixed iterations because it is wiser to fix this parameter in order to have comparable 292 

results between them. Furthermore, by setting the number of iterations of the simulations rather than 293 

the distance travelled by the group, it randomises the total length of the daily trajectories which is 294 

more plausible than having fixed daily distances. Thus, from one simulation to another, the group of 295 
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particles will be generated at different locations on the map and will therefore have a fixed number of 296 

iterations in order to cover a greater or lesser distance depending on the FAs encountered on its path. 297 

Under different conditions tested, simulated particles need an average of 19,300 iterations to travel 298 

approximately 2,000 meters. With such a value of iterations, the position of the group is thus updated 299 

approximately every 2 seconds since one day of tracking is equivalent to approximately 43,200sec (12 300 

hours), which is realistic. The control parameters, abundanceReach, explorationZone, velocity and 301 

levyRatio, were varied to validate the model and to reveal their impact on the movements and the 302 

group's foraging dynamics. 303 

 304 

Model validation 305 

First, we analysed the field data via an MSD study to establish the type of movement of the macaque 306 

troop we are dealing with. Second, we checked how CoFee-L reacted to extreme conditions, following 307 

Carson (2002) in order to confirm the basic functioning. Then, to get a better comprehension of the 308 

CoFee-L, we analysed and described the simulated trajectories for a set of values of the control 309 

parameters. Finally, to compare CoFee-L to the field data, we characterised the simulated trajectories 310 

with histograms and χ2 for step length and turning angle distributions sampled at the same frequency 311 

as the collection of field observations. 312 

 313 

 314 

 315 

 316 

 317 
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RESULTS 318 

Field data 319 

During high food availability in the dry evergreen forest, the troop performs a directed movement (i.e. 320  �̅�𝜏 ∝ 𝜏𝛼 with 𝛼 > 1, Fig. 4) with the mean α = 1.46 +- 0.08. The same kind of trajectories are also 321 

found for high (resp. low – N.B. resp. for respectively) food availability in plantations (resp. dry 322 

evergreen forest and plantations) with mean α = 1.69 +- 0.08 (resp. α = 1.36 +- 0.15, see Fig. 5, S1 and 323 

S2). 324 

 325 

 326 

Fig. 4 – Evolution of the troop position (left), with the corresponding mean squared displacements (MSDs, right, 327 

mean α = 1.46 +- 0.08) for a tracking of 6 consecutive days during high food availability in the dry evergreen 328 

forest. The orange square indicates the departure of the troop and the dashed line represents a line of a unitary 329 

slope, i.e. for α = 1. 330 

 331 

 332 

 333 
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 334 

Fig. 5 – Average mean squared displacements (MSDs) values of the troop for the three periods of fruit abundance 335 

(DEF for dry evergreen forest and PLA for plantations). The dashed line represents a line of a unitary slope, i.e. for 336 

α = 1. 337 

 338 

For all other observation periods, the mean exponent α varies in relatively the same range 339 

independently of the abundance of fruits in the study site (Fig. 6). 340 

 341 

 342 
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 343 

Fig. 6 – Food availability index (FAI) and average α as a function of the different periods of monitoring of the 344 

troop. The red (resp. black) curve represents the FAI for the dry evergreen forest (DEF) (resp. plantations, PLA) 345 

and is plotted along the left-hand y-axis. The cyan curve represents the variation of the average α and is plotted 346 

along the right-hand y-axis. 347 

 348 

CoFee-L flexibility analysis 349 

A diffusive regime is obtained if the particles are generated in a location free of FAs with the control 350 

parameters abundanceReach = 0.1 and explorationZone = 12. These conditions establish extremely 351 

small range for each FA and the particles are only able to explore the map over short distances. 352 

Secondly, a ballistic regime, is obtained when the group of particles is generated in an area where FAs 353 

are present with the control parameters abundanceReach = ∞ and explorationZone = 2. In this latter 354 

case, in addition to being able to explore the map over larger distances, each particle knows the 355 

location as well as the abundance of all FAs (Fig. 7). 356 

                                                           
2 For this section, the control parameters velocity = levyRatio = 1 in order to facilitate the understanding and 
interpretation of the different basic behaviours of the model. 
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 357 

Fig. 7 – Centre of mass (CM) trajectories on a map of high food availability in the dry evergreen forest with control 358 

parameters abundanceReach = 1, explorationZone = 1 (left) and abundanceReach = ∞, explorationZone = 2 359 

(right). In both cases, velocity = levyRatio = 1. Deactivated feeding areas (FAs) are those through which the group's 360 

CM has passed within precisionCM metres. A magnification of the CM trajectory is shown in the upper right 361 

corner.  362 

 363 

When explorationZone is kept fixed, it can be observed that for abundanceReach = ∞, the group 364 

efficiently crosses the map in all cases (Fig. 8). In contrast, if the memory is small (abundanceReach = 365 

5), the group get stuck around its generation location because the particles have to randomly explore 366 

their environment for a period longer than 19,300 iterations in order to hope to enter the range of a 367 

FA. For an intermediate value (abundanceReach = 50), the group can either be blocked or take 368 

advantage of the FAs in its surroundings, depending on where it is initially generated. One can also 369 

notice that the CM does not follow the same trajectory depending of the value of abundanceReach. 370 

Since the particles can extend up to 140m around the CM and the second phase of CoFee-L allows for 371 

randomisation of the motion, different trajectories can be chosen throughout each simulation. 372 
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 373 

Fig. 8 – Centre of mass (CM) trajectories for explorationZone = 1 and abundanceReach values of 5, 50 and ∞. The 374 

orange square indicates where the group of particles was generated. In (a) and (b), the CM remains stuck for 375 

abundanceReach = 5 and 50. In (c), due to a higher density of feeding area (FA), each value of abundanceReach 376 

allows the CM of the group to progress. 377 

 378 

Keeping abundanceReach fixed, we observed longer trajectories and more deactivated FAs for higher 379 

values of explorationZone, except in places too remote with low density of FA (Fig. 9). 380 
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 381 

Fig. 9 – Centre of mass (CM) trajectories for abundanceReach = 50 and explorationZone values of 1, 2 and 3. The 382 

orange square indicates where the group of particles was generated. In (a), the group remain completely stuck 383 

at the initial generation point. In (b), the particles progress only for explorationZone = 3. In (c), the density of 384 

feeding area (FA) is much higher and the particles can therefore go in many different directions as soon as the 385 

value of the exploration parameter is varied. 386 

 387 

CoFee-L calibration 388 

Tuning only with control parameters abundanceReach and explorationZone is not enough to have 389 

realistic trajectories of simulated particles. Although χ2 to compare step length and turning angle 390 

distributions between observed and simulated trajectories are generally satisfying for explorationZone 391 

= 2 and abundanceReach comprised between 5 and 50, trajectories are too short compared to data 392 

field (Fig. 10, S3 and S4).   393 
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 394 

Fig. 10 – χ2 for comparing step length and angle distributions between observed and simulated trajectories as a 395 

function of abundanceReach, for velocity = levyRatio = 1 and explorationZone = 1, 2 and 3. The black (resp. red) 396 

curves represent the χ2 for step lengths (resp. angles) and are plotted along the left-hand (resp. right-hand) y-397 

axis. For each simulation, the group of particles was simulated from the same starting point and on a map of high 398 

food availability in the dry evergreen forest. 399 

 400 

To increase the realism, we have to tune the control parameter levyRatio since large-scale animal 401 

movements turn out to be a successive combination of clusters of steps separated by long trips [37]. 402 

A satisfying χ2 is obtained from approximately levyRatio = 35, independently of the abundance of fruits, 403 

when abundanceReach = 0.1 and explorationZone = 2 (Fig. 11). In this way, the group of simulated 404 

particles can perform a random movement (given that abundanceReach is very small) up to a certain 405 

distance (determined by levyRatio) after which abundanceReach turn to ∞, so the group can perform 406 

a directed movement. 407 
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 408 

Fig. 11 – χ2 for comparing step length and angle distributions between observed and simulated trajectories as a 409 

function of levyRatio, with control parameters abundanceReach = 0.1, explorationZone = 2 and velocity = 1. The 410 

black (resp. red) curves represent the χ2 for step lengths (resp. angles) and are plotted along the left-hand (resp. 411 

right-hand) y-axis. For each period of food abundance (DEF for dry evergreen forest and PLA for plantations), the 412 

group of particles was simulated from the same starting point at three random positions. 413 

 414 

For example, a similar trajectory to the field data for the period of high food abundance in the dry 415 

evergreen forest can be observed when levyRatio = 35, both from a χ2, histogram and MSD perspective 416 

(Fig. 12 and 13). During high food abundance in plantations (resp. low food abundance in the dry 417 

evergreen forest and plantations), it is levyRatio = 60 (resp. also levyRatio = 35) which does a better 418 

job (Fig. S5-8). 419 
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 420 

Fig. 12 – Histogram of step lengths (left) and angles (right) for field (black) and simulation (red) data during high 421 

food availability in the dry evergreen forest, with control parameters abundanceReach = 0.1, explorationZone = 422 

2, velocity = 1 and levyRatio = 35. χ2 = 1517 (resp. 942) for step lengths (resp. angles). 423 

 424 

 425 

Fig. 13 – Evolution of the group position (left), with the corresponding mean squared displacements (MSDs, right, 426 

mean α = 1.53 +- 0.08) for a simulation of 6 consecutive days during high food availability in the dry evergreen 427 

forest, with control parameters abundanceReach = 0.1, explorationZone = 2, velocity = 1 and levyRatio = 35. Pink 428 

trajectories and MSDs represent the troop data. The orange square indicates the departure of the group of 429 

particles and the dashed line represents a line of a unitary slope, i.e. for α = 1. 430 
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Variation of control parameter velocity does not improve the quality of simulations, regardless of the 431 

period of abundance (Fig. 14). 432 

 433 

 434 

Fig. 14 – χ2 for comparing step length and angle distributions between observed and simulated trajectories as a 435 

function of velocity, with control parameters abundanceReach = 0.1, explorationZone = 2 and levyRatio = 25. The 436 

black (resp. red) curves represent the χ2 for step length (resp. angles) and are plotted along the left-hand (resp. 437 

right-hand) y-axis. For each period of food abundance (DEF for dry evergreen forest and PLA for plantations), the 438 

group of particles was simulated from the same starting point. 439 

 440 

 441 

 442 

 443 
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DISCUSSION 444 

In general, animal movement models explain only one aspect of the behaviour, such as the coherence 445 

of the community, the daily variation of movements or the importance of the distribution of food 446 

resources [9, 12, 15-19, 26, 27]. CoFee-L combines these different aspects, regardless of the size of the 447 

group studied, and simulates the individual movement of each group member, which is important to 448 

consider when groups of animals have many individuals that move apart from each other. It allows us 449 

to reproduce the physical properties of the troop's CM trajectory (MSDs), as well as the step length 450 

and angle distributions of the field data. Moreover, the parameterisation is rather simple, since it is 451 

only necessary to fix a set of parameters easily observable in the field (here: nbrWalker = 140, sizeMap 452 

= 4500, precisionCM = 1, comfortZone = 1, radiusTroop = 140 and iterations = 19,300), and then to 453 

adjust the values of 4 parameters which have biological meaning (here: AbundanceReach = 0.1, 454 

explorationZone = 2, velocity = 1 and levyRatio = 35 or 60 depending on the season of observation). 455 

 456 

Correlated random walks and levy walks are considered the most optimal strategies in the random 457 

search problem [40]. In CoFee-L, if we need to simulate organisms performing trajectories similar to 458 

those of the levy walk, it is sufficient to set abundanceReach to 0.1 and explorationZone to 2, find the 459 

right velocity according to the species studied and look for the right levyRatio parameter that minimises 460 

the χ2 comparing the observed and simulated distributions of angles and segments. In cases where the 461 

studied individuals are performing a movement corresponding rather to a correlated random walk, the 462 

levyRatio parameter can be deactivated and it is then sufficient to look for the right values of the other 463 

three control parameters. In the case of the macaque troop in Sakaerat, they were apparently 464 

performing levy walks, like many other primates [39, 41-44].  465 

 466 
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The troop in Sakaerat uses four feeding strategies depending on the seasonality of the resources [1, 467 

29-31]. Macaques rely on a “high-cost, high-yield3” strategy during the period of high abundance in 468 

plantations by increasing their daily trajectories and home range. During the period of high abundance 469 

in the dry evergreen forest, the troop rather displays a “low-cost, high-yield” strategy by intensively 470 

foraging in the centre of their home range. And during the period of low abundance in dry evergreen 471 

forest and plantations, the troop combines the latter two strategies. In the simulations, the control 472 

parameter levyRatio must therefore be used to differentiate between the different periods of food 473 

abundance in the movements of the particles in the group. The more it increases, the less the group 474 

will be stuck in a place without FAs.  475 

 476 

Later, in order to increase the realism of the simulations, several concepts of CoFee-L could be 477 

improved. First of all, the third phase of the model could be reconsidered. On one hand, the extent of 478 

leadership in relation to followers is not representative of what happens in large groups of wild animals 479 

because the followers furthest away from the leader perceive his dominance in the same way as those 480 

who are closest. On the other hand, each individual in the group has the same weight in the decision-481 

making process. However, there are about 80 juveniles and infants among the 140 individuals 482 

considered who almost never take the initiative on the location of a resource [45]. The leadership 483 

phase of CoFee-L must therefore be adjusted to increase biological realism. Secondly, CoFee-L does 484 

not take into account the fission-fusion phenomenon (as shown in Video S2). In the case of macaques 485 

and other species that form large groups, individuals split into several subgroups for feeding (and thus 486 

use several FAs at the same time) and join each other during large movements [46, 47]. Then, 487 

departure and/or arrival generation points could be set up, as some species have particular sleeping 488 

sites (e.g. [32, 48, 49]). In the current context, given the degradation of the environment and low fruit 489 

                                                           
3 High-cost (resp. low-cost) means that individuals make high (resp. low) efforts and thus high (resp. low) energy costs when 
searching for food. This is characterised for example by an increase (resp. decrease) in the length of daily trips. High-yield 
(resp. low-yield) means that individuals benefit from a high (resp. low) energy input during foraging due to high (resp. low) 
nutrient quality and high (resp. low) abundance of native, exotic and/or human resources. 
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availability, the group was simulated and ended its days around FAs to presumably maximize energy 490 

intake which was observed in the field [31] and in other species like the bonobo [50]. The edge effect 491 

could also be taken into account in the future in order to simulate animal communities evolving in a 492 

continuous environment. It is important to develop an approach to limit simulation zones by animal 493 

species, and thus to spatially limit the action of an animal species on the dispersal of a plant species, 494 

using the data on home range sizes for example. Finally, it could also be interesting to consider rest 495 

periods for the different possibilities of action of the group of particles.  496 

 497 

Despite the lack of individual data, CoFee-L is able to realistically reproduce the movement of the CM 498 

of the troop. It can therefore be generalised to other types of animals, which is perfectly in line with 499 

our future objective of calculating the seed rain they generate. The concept of total seed dispersal 500 

kernels (TDK), i.e. the overall probability of dispersion of a plant individual, population, species or 501 

community, combining influence of all primary, secondary and higher-order dispersal vectors has been 502 

reviewed, but few studies have tried to obtain TDK for given species. While approaches based on seed 503 

rain sampling combined with statistical approaches appear challenging, on the contrary, the 504 

identification of fruit-frugivores networks and the most contributing vectors has recently experienced 505 

great strides [51]. In this framework, mechanistic modelling, including animal movements, their 506 

interactions with the fruiting trees and their physiological requirements becomes easier to consider 507 

and this kind of methodology looks able to exploit the available datasets. For instance, the model 508 

MOST was built and validated for the seed deposition of the genus Pourouma produced by a small 509 

group of 4 Golden-headed lion tamarins (Leontopithecus chrysomelas) [48]. The animal trajectories in 510 

their seasonal home range were analysed with hidden Markov modelling which further allows 511 

generating state transitions related to local environmental characteristics and accordingly, random 512 

steps and turning angles. However, such a model for movement is only appropriate for animal species 513 
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living in small clusters. It could be upgrade thanks to CoFee-L to simulate TDK for given tree species 514 

resulting from the activity of the ad hoc set of animal species living in large groups or not. 515 

 516 

CONCLUSIONS 517 

We developed the CoFee-L model to simulate the individual movements of animals living in large 518 

groups. It is quite easy to parametrize with elementary observable information in the field and with 4 519 

parameters characterizing the behaviour of the species. The distribution and the food abundance 520 

govern the individual movements in the home range. The model could be refined by improving the 521 

leadership assignment or adding constrains concerning for instance the reuse of sleeping sites. 522 

 523 

Using CoFee-L, we planned to improve a model of zoochoric seed dispersal to obtain the combined 524 

effect of the main dispersing agents and the TDK of a given tree species. Ultimately, we could predict 525 

the shift and the turnover of zoochoric tropical trees species with a dynamic vegetation model (DVM, 526 

e.g. [7, 52]), under future climate hypotheses. A DVM is able to compute gross photosynthesis and 527 

respiration and to allocate fixed carbon to the short-lived and the perennial parts of the plants it 528 

simulates, from input data such as monthly climate and atmospheric CO2 concentration and traits 529 

describing the plant species, such as the specific leaf area and the nitrogen concentration. The DVMs 530 

realize transient simulations, i.e. running over time, at several thousands of places. Yet, DVMs produce 531 

only suitability and potential growth for the selected species. Then by dispersing seeds in the area of 532 

interest (for instance with CoFee-L), we could record the annual fate of each seed in terms of 533 

germination success or failure, followed by growth, development or dead over several decades. 534 

However, as the TDK depends also on animal density which itself is influenced by hunting [53-55] but 535 

also by the loss of surfaces devoted to forests [56], it appears impossible to simulate existing situations. 536 
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Therefore, the modelling will allow to test a variety of conditions of landscape continuity and animal 537 

densities in the framework of climate change. 538 

 539 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 540 

DEF – Dry Evergreen Forest; 541 

PLA – PLAntations; 542 

CM – Centre of Mass; 543 

FA – Feeding Area; 544 

FAI – Food Availability Index; 545 

MSD – Mean Squared Displacement; 546 

TDK – Total seed Dispersal Kernels; 547 

DVM – Dynamic Vegetation Model. 548 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 721 

ADDITIONAL FILE 1. Videos showing CoFee-L. 722 

 723 

Video S1 – A basic example with 10 particles to illustrate the 3 phases of CoFee-L. The green (resp. red) discs 724 

represent the active (resp. inactive) feeding areas, while the small black discs are the simulated individuals. The 725 

centre of mass of the group and its displacement pattern are shown in red. The leaders are shown in orange. 726 

 727 

 728 

 729 
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 730 

Video S2 - Example of a simulation of a day of monitoring, with a zoom on the area of interest in order to visualize 731 

the 140 particles as well as possible. The green (resp. red) discs represent the active (resp. inactive) feeding areas, 732 

while the small black discs are the simulated individuals. The centre of mass of the group and its displacement 733 

pattern are shown in red. The leaders are shown in orange. 734 

 735 

ADDITIONAL FILE 2. Results concerning the periods of high food availability in plantations & low food 736 

availability in dry evergreen forest and plantations. 737 

 738 

Fig. S1 – Evolution of the troop position (left), with the corresponding mean squared displacements (MSDs, right, 739 

mean α = 1.69 +- 0.08) for a tracking of 7 consecutive days during high food availability in plantations. The orange 740 

square indicates the departure of the troop and the dashed line represents a line of a unitary slope, i.e. for α = 1. 741 

 742 
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 743 

 744 

Fig. S2 – Evolution of the troop position (left), with the corresponding mean squared displacements (MSDs, right, 745 

mean α = 1.36 +- 0.15) for a tracking of 7 consecutive days during low food availability in dry evergreen forest 746 

and plantations. The orange square indicates the departure of the troop and the dashed line represents a line of 747 

a unitary slope, i.e. for α = 1. 748 

 749 

 750 

Fig. S3 – χ2 for comparing step length and angle distributions between observed and simulated trajectories as a 751 

function of abundanceReach, for velocity = levyRatio = 1 and explorationZone = 1, 2 and 3. The black (resp. red) 752 

curves represent the χ2 for step lengths (resp. angles) and are plotted along the left-hand (resp. right-hand) y-753 
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axis. For each simulation, the group of particles was simulated from the same starting point and on a map of high 754 

food availability in plantations. 755 

 756 

 757 

Fig. S4 – χ2 for comparing step length and angle distributions between observed and simulated trajectories as a 758 

function of abundanceReach, for velocity = levyRatio = 1 and explorationZone = 1, 2 and 3. The black (resp. red) 759 

curves represent the χ2 for step lengths (resp. angles) and are plotted along the left-hand (resp. right-hand) y-760 

axis. For each simulation, the group of particles was simulated from the same starting point and on a map of low 761 

food availability in dry evergreen forest and plantations. 762 

 763 
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 764 

Fig. S5 – Histogram of step lengths (left) and angles (right) for field (black) and simulation (red) data during high 765 

food availability in plantations, with control parameters abundanceReach = 0.1, explorationZone = 2, velocity = 1 766 

and levyRatio = 60. χ2 = 1211 (resp. 1245) for step lengths (resp. angles). 767 

 768 

 769 

Fig. S6 – Evolution of the group position (left), with the corresponding mean squared displacements (MSDs, right, 770 

mean α = 1.56 +- 0.09) for a simulation of 7 consecutive days during high food availability in plantations, with 771 

control parameters abundanceReach = 0.1, explorationZone = 2, velocity = 1 and levyRatio = 60. Pink trajectories 772 

and MSDs represent the troop data. The orange square indicates the departure of the group of particles and the 773 

dashed line represents a line of a unitary slope, i.e. for α = 1. 774 

 775 
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 776 

Fig. S7 – Histogram of step lengths (left) and angles (right) for field (black) and simulation (red) data during low 777 

food availability in dry evergreen forest and plantations, with control parameters abundanceReach = 0.1, 778 

explorationZone = 2, velocity = 1 and levyRatio = 35. χ2 = 1419 (resp. 538) for step lengths (resp. angles). 779 

 780 

 781 

Fig. S8 – Evolution of the troop position (left), with the corresponding mean squared displacements (MSDs, 782 

right, mean α = 1.57 +- 0.06) for a simulation of 7 consecutive days during low food availability in dry evergreen 783 

forest and plantations, with control parameters abundanceReach = 0.1, explorationZone = 2, velocity = 1 and 784 

levyRatio = 35. Pink trajectories and MSDs represent the troop data. The orange square indicates the departure 785 

of the group of particles and the dashed line represents a line of a unitary slope, i.e. for α = 1. 786 
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